
2023-03-02 CC ZOOM CHAT

01:39:11 Rick Gill: Thankyou Peter also Thankyou Kathy
01:40:15 Rick Gill: who is going to do the minuts
01:40:20 david cruise: cc meeting open 8.56
01:40:31 Peter Tippett: Mark chair
01:41:16 Peter Tippett: Minutes - Peter T
01:41:17 Rick Gill: thankyou peter
01:41:24 Bryan PCV: Thanks Peter
01:41:35 Peter Tippett: Number of registered attendess: 27Tonights Confest
Committee Attendance List.Andrew Wilkinson, Brian Denham, Bryan Isaacs, Darren
Geraghty, David Cameron, David Cruise, Deborah Moerkerken, Gary Lasky, Ian Hales,
Jessica Townsend, John Magor, John Reid, Kathy Ernst, Kristen T J, Lance Nash, Lindy Hunt,
Malcolm Matthews, Mark Rasmussen, Marte Kinder, Melody Braithwaite, Peter Tippett, Rick
Gill, Rob Legg-Bagg, Robin Macpherson, Simone Monet, Suzie Helson, Walter Padovani,
01:41:43 david cruise: chair mark r minutes peter tippet
01:43:44 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Mark H, Sony R also from the
Cottage��
01:45:39 John M’s iPad: Shit - I got it so very wrong…misheard & thought it was
‘water bonged’ as opposed to water bombed.
01:46:48 Peter Tippett: Number of registered attendess: 28Tonights Confest
Committee Attendance List.Andrew Wilkinson, Brian Denham, Bryan Isaacs, Darren
Geraghty, David Cameron, David Cruise, Deborah Moerkerken, Gary Lasky, Ian Hales,
Jessica Townsend, John Magor, John Reid, Kathy Ernst, Kristen T J, Lance Nash, Lindy Hunt,
Malcolm Matthews, Mark Helson, Mark Rasmussen, Marte Kinder, Peter Tippett, Rick Gill, Rob
Legg-Bagg, Robin Macpherson, Simone Monet, Sony, Suzie Helson, Walter Padovani,
01:46:50 Brian: Your funny John
01:48:10 John M’s iPad: Brian, given that I thought you said ‘I was water
bonged by a Skikorsky’ - I thought you’d met a very generous Eastern European.
01:48:29 Peter Tippett:
https://dte.org.au/minutes/2023-02-16%20CC%20Minutes.pdf
01:48:30 Brian: Lol
01:49:02 Peter Tippett: https://dte.org.au/minutes/
01:50:21 Peter Tippett:
https://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/tasks/index.php
01:51:31 A Human: 23/02 -
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jw2OT4DKQj41X7SXbjPBqF1Vsd8Nac96j9zh8wZzcJc/
edit?usp=share_link
01:51:39 A Human: Sending to David
01:53:23 Peter Tippett: Agenda item ID: 14203Date: 2023-02-27
22:34:33Meeting: Confest CommitteeAgenda item: ConFest SpacesAgenda details: There
are many spaces at ConFest that have been established over many years. most existing
Village spaces and spaces used by other groups are clearly marked and a lot of work has
gone into developing the spaces to make them safe and comfortable areas where
like-minded people can enjoy the festival. Newly developed spaces should be aware of the
boundaries of existing spaces when trying to find a suitable location and should seek to use
an area that isn't already being used by others.Motion: That new, or relocating Villages and
other groups must NOT encroach on existing Village spaces that have been clearly defined
from previous festivals.Item by: Mark Rasmussen
01:55:42 Peter Tippett: Who moved and 2nd the minutes please?
02:04:12 Rick Gill: I am shocked that car's will be search at the Gate !
02:04:39 Bryan PCV: Yeah not good
02:05:19 Rick Gill: I don't think Security would be aloud to do that bye law
02:05:49 Peter Tippett: What happens if they should find something?
02:06:26 Bryan PCV: Hopw would the identify something illicit?



02:06:27 Rick Gill: That would put a lot of stress on people family's and so on
02:06:33 Peter Tippett: I also thought the police did that for us on the roads
leading to site. ;-)
02:06:53 Bryan PCV: They're good like that.
02:07:04 Rick Gill: but bye law I don't think Security would be able to do that bye
law
02:08:17 Bryan PCV: Bag checks are simply open the bag look in and
security touch nothiing.
02:08:32 Rick Gill: will be put on the web site's that car's are going to be search
befor they can enter the confest ??
02:09:16 Bryan PCV: We need this insurance desperately. But how defined is
the process of searching?
02:09:17 Peter Tippett: Bryan, all bags?
02:09:44 Rick Gill: I don't mind earther way
02:09:59 Rick Gill: I just wounder with the spirt of confest
02:10:08 Rick Gill: or what confest one was
02:10:12 Bryan PCV: At the Supermarket they check your bags and are not
allowed to touch anything.
02:10:36 DeB&Darren: Is it police or security that will be checking at gate?
02:10:51 Rick Gill: you don't have to show your bag bye law at a supper market
02:11:31 Rick Gill: also there is no sign befor you enter a supper market they will
check your bags
02:12:18 Bryan PCV: At sports they ask you to open your bag and partially
emply until they are satiusfied.  I would challenge this but we would probably need clarity
about insurers requirements.
02:13:21 DeB&Darren: We are talking about cars loaded up to the rafters…
how will that be checked?
02:14:07 david cruise: we need sniffer dogs
02:14:07 Bryan PCV: Yeah problematic so clarity needed from insurer as to
their expectations.
02:14:35 Bryan PCV: With som ejack booted handlers too?
02:15:06 DeB&Darren: I repeat my Q: is it police or private security doing this
checking??
02:15:46 Rick Gill: the Bill For Security might be extra costly if they havnt been told
about car searching
02:16:19 DeB&Darren: We need to make this known to attendees
02:17:13 Marte Kinder: Brian: Bike Crew (not a village) moved out of the forest
since 2019 to up on the plain with our container and we are not on the map as far as I know.
02:17:30 Peter Tippett: I agree. If there are going to be any changes then
people should know.
02:18:43 david cameron: NSW Police have done checks in Moulamein &
Deniliquin previously with sniffer dogs.
They have issued expiation notices and some matters have gone to court. They did detain 1
man in theDeni cells for Easter so her could meet the Magistrate on the next court dayat
least
02:19:09 Brian: They will be there doing it again
02:20:26 DeB&Darren: Ok, third time : Who is checking upon entry?????
02:20:56 Bryan PCV: Brian may need to clarify
02:21:26 Peter Tippett: Motion: That new, or relocating Villages and other
groups must NOT encroach on existing Village spaces that have been clearly defined from
previous festivals.Moved by Mark RSeconded by Marte and Kristen
02:21:37 david cameron: Checks at gate will  be a new thing.
Please do not bring illiicts to ConFest.
It’s much safer to use them at home.
02:21:42 Brian: Security will need to



02:22:09 Bryan PCV: Thanks Brian.
02:22:38 Peter Tippett: Thanks for that Brian.
02:23:15 DeB&Darren: This needs to be made public, so that attendees are
forewarned of this, as it has never happened before!
02:23:53 Bryan PCV: Makes sense once we ge the insurance and the go
ahead on the festival.
02:23:58 Marte Kinder: PBC
02:25:56 david cruise: I did noy object to the motion yet I feel it is against the
old confest ethic that each confest is a rebirth. I do not support ownership by individuals.
02:27:05 Mark Rasmussen: I will be up on Site one week before the Festival setting
up the Veg Out Village space and associated workshop space.
02:28:31 Lindy & John: Sandbags are currently available in town, from the
recent flood.
02:28:42 Walter: I have about 6 people coming up to do some preparation work
on the long weekend
02:28:50 Mark Rasmussen: That's good news. Recycle the sand bags
02:29:13 Peter Tippett: Music festival.... This is new!
02:29:13 Kristen Joy: Site Visit
Formhttps://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfvCwZjGISuvwwiXSDP0TbOF2arXlX42VCX
pYr5LvURyqIy7A/viewform
02:29:31 Marte Kinder: Does VIC have a long weekend between now and
Easter?
02:30:18 david cruise: sad we have lost the plot. we are a gathering, we need
to show that who we are.
02:30:37 Marte Kinder: How does one contact Mapping Crew?
02:31:35 Peter Tippett: There are no booked acts.
02:32:00 Lindy & John: yes labour day 11 -13 th March
02:32:47 Marte Kinder: Thanks Lindy and John.
02:33:14 david cruise: Council give us only box to tic music festival.
02:33:24 Kristen Joy: @Marte …. John Reid and Trevor Pitt are on the
mapping crew
02:34:13 david cruise: We need to work harder to show who we are.
02:36:28 Peter Tippett: I think the horse has bolted.
02:36:38 John M’s iPad: Great point(s) Rick!
How’s far are we (DTE/ConFest) prepared to acquiesce to other corporation’s definition of
‘us’?
We have a right - moreover, a responsibility to defend our right to define ourselves & our
festival.

I get it that ‘others see us that way’ but if we, as a society have come far enough for
individuals to define our gender(s), sexuality, and pronouns - why can we not be more
proactive in an entirely diplomatic, proud & ethically strong manner to clearly choose what
’we’ are, as opposed to being told what we are.

I think we have a responsibility to stand up for our right for ConFest to continue to define
ourselves as being different from, as opposed to the same as…..
02:36:43 Peter Tippett: Is Confest an event or a gathering?
02:37:09 Kristen Joy: all the hoops have been multiplying and getting more
stringent for many years now, It's been a very obvious trajectory
02:38:34 Kristen Joy: we know that we are a gathering … councils and
insurers care not what we say we are, they have checkboxes relative to their world and
perceptions and requirements
02:38:55 Marte Kinder: Thanks Kristen, Sydney Van Village (an annex of
Sydney Village) will be sharing out paddock too.
02:39:12 Rick Gill: Sorry for interting the meeting with my question



02:39:15 Rick Gill: Sorry
02:39:52 Rick Gill: yes I am sorry Mark
02:40:03 Kristen Joy: first aid is a time sensitive one
02:40:03 Lindy & John: do we have a quote for the insurance yet? or any
number at all?
02:40:15 Rick Gill: I didn't mean to inturupt the meeting
02:40:17 Rick Gill: Sorry
02:40:21 Peter Tippett: https://dte.coop/online/applications
02:41:00 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: We love you Rick Gill������
02:43:56 david cruise: What is event insurance what does it cover
02:45:43 John M’s iPad: My worry is that there are individuals who are prepared
to acquiesce to others defining ConFest for reasons & ideals that suit an agenda other than
standing up for DTE’s right to strongly follow the precepts handed up to us from what it was
Jim Cairns gifted Australia.

I, of course, understand that many things have changed, but maybe there’s a responsibility
to look more latterly at acquiescing to being defined, as opposed to demonstrating who we
are, & all that ConFest is capable of - as well as why & how we are so remarkably different
to ‘another one of those’ festivals.

I’m not naive to the realities of the necessities of compliance & insurance etc., but surely we
have a responsibility to be fiercely gentle & clear in trying to maintain what ConFest is (&
ought to be).
02:52:30 John M’s iPad: Wow Aaron - so diplomatic - especially amongst people
doing their best, and each and every one of us as Volunteers.
Care off volunteers with stated demands / expectations of nil other than excellence. A bit
mercenary imho.
Thank you for sharing (and caring).

(But more so , thank you David Cameron for all that you have, and continue to do)
02:53:27 John M’s iPad: Typo “Care off” = ‘Scare off’
02:56:18 John M’s iPad: “I don’t want to cut in on other people without putting
my hand up” - yet, you do?
02:58:36 John M’s iPad: I hear you chair - just noting the hypocrisy of the state
t re respecting people who wait respectfully with their hand up, as opposed to those whose
comments are (in their opinion) important enough to not do as the others do - with regards
to running a meeting, ironically similar to Aaron’s comment.
03:00:52 Kristen Joy: the rule that addresses that John M is rule 33. worth a
read.
03:00:56 Peter Tippett: ID: 14191Date: 2023-02-16 20:59:53Meeting: Confest
CommitteeAgenda item: Rescind 14115Agenda details: Confest Committee passed motion
14115 at the CC meeting of 08/12/2022 "Agenda item: Budgets Moved: Kathy Ernst
Seconded: Peter Tippett P.B.M. Agenda details: That all budgets must be submitted by 12
January and all budgets are tallied and compared against the available limit of $250,000 and
no budgets are approved until any necessary cuts are made so that the limit is not
exceeded. Item by: Kathy Ernst Amendment: That all budgets must be submitted by 9
February and all budgets are tallied and compared against the available limit of $250,000
and no budgets are approved until any necessary cuts are made so that the limit is not
exceeded." This motion is unrealistic and unworkable.Motion: Motion 14115 PBM at the CC
meeting of 08/12/2022 Agenda item: Budgets is rescinded.Item by: Marte
Kinderhttps://dte.org.au/minutes/2022-12-08%20Confest%20Committee%20Minutes%20.p
df
03:04:42 Peter Tippett: https://dte.coop/online/applications
03:05:11 Peter Tippett: Motion: Amendment that motion 14115 be rescinded
and that budget applications beextended until 2nd March



2023https://dte.org.au/minutes/2023-02-16%20CC%20Minutes.pdf
03:05:32 Rob Legg-Bagg: Can't hang on any longer so saying goodnight all. Rob
03:06:05 Mark Rasmussen: night Rob
03:09:56 John M’s iPad: To Dr David,
I’m really sorry that you were spoken to in the way you were earlier - to have ‘excellence’
foisted on you as a minimum requirement to bring (as a years long volunteer), is (I thought)
not very useful nor supportive - & it begs the question of ‘if not you - then who?’ Is going to
step up re first aid?
It hurt me to hear your being treated like that, and to anyone else who feels similarly, I
extend support for you to not step away.
03:14:20 Rick Gill: to take your hand down scroll your pointer to the bottom on the
screen
03:16:30 John M’s iPad: Can we drop the shared screen now?
(Difficult on an iPad)
03:16:58 Peter Tippett: Do we have a mover and 2nder for this?
03:21:35 John M’s iPad: Great work John Reid, especially as a ‘non member’ as
some keep reminding you, but almost exclusively in a derogatory manner.
Clearly evidence that  some non-members* are fkn awesome!
Great work!!
*particularly you, as you are so frequently singled out using that definition in a derogatory
manner.
03:21:46 Peter Tippett: Moved by: Mark?Seconded by: ????
03:24:48 Mark Rasmussen: Suzie?
03:30:57 Peter Tippett: There are other items on the list and another list
03:31:59 Peter Tippett: A lot of these hands could be discussed later. There is
plenty of work to do.
03:32:06 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Don’t forget recycling is free at
Moulamein tip��
03:32:27 Peter Tippett: Thank you Aaron.
03:32:55 Peter Tippett: Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R 10:48 PMDon’t
forget recycling is free at Moulamein tipThis should be mentioned with the ticket process!!!!
03:33:08 Bryan PCV: Make Aaron happy people!
03:35:47 Lindy & John: Brain and David do you have an ideal of how much
more time you need to finalise your qoutes so that we can set a new date for budget
deadlines?
03:37:22 A Human:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HowjKaIxoWlaWZ9GiEseEE0sEh9VVh38VyJwpczIb
Dk/edit?usp=sharing
03:37:31 A Human: Access the document directly
03:38:10 Peter Tippett: Not working Robin.
03:38:32 A Human: What are you trying to access?
03:39:34 Peter Tippett: Cooking circles budget link. It is a google link
03:43:28 Peter Tippett: Who moved and seconded the one just discussed?
03:44:08 Rick Gill: Will The confest be using a NSW Security Compamy  ????
03:44:31 Rick Gill: AS the event is Held in NSW
03:45:26 Rick Gill: and State has there lenice for each state
03:47:15 Rick Gill: As  Byron Bay once had a New years Eve event and a few
minuts to midd night I found out it was a queenland Security company and had no rights to
do events in NSW SO I had to get the police to take over and remove the Security company
03:51:21 Peter Tippett: Robin. Cooking circles link is not working.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UcvWy81TKefr5ILTWF3tbGi2TsW0EJmEcypHWkQ7Wl
M/edit?usp=sharingCan you open the access or provide another link?
03:51:33 Peter Tippett: The above is from the spreedsheet
03:52:11 Mark Rasmussen: Do we have a figure for Cooking Circles?
03:52:19 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Great Job Brian and Team������



03:52:19 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Great Job Brian and Team������

03:52:25 Peter Tippett: Rick, correct. Security licencing is state issue.
03:52:26 Mark Rasmussen: Yes
03:52:55 Rick Gill: Brain I am very sorry if it was me
03:54:07 Kristen Joy: it wasn't you Rick :)
03:54:09 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: All good Brian, great work��
03:58:05 Peter Tippett: Motion: Amendment that motion 14115 be rescinded
and that budget applications beextended until 2nd March 2023Moved: Lindy HuntSeconded:
Susan HelsonHyperlink:
https://dte.org.au/minutes/2022-12-08%20Confest%20Committee%20Minutes%20.pdfWhi
ch was passed by a majority
03:58:12 Peter Tippett: From
https://dte.org.au/minutes/2023-02-16%20CC%20Minutes.pdf
03:58:48 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Positivity please send the call out to
our universe������
03:59:16 Mark Rasmussen: Yes, manifestations of good things
04:00:19 Rick Gill: yes its a short windows for ticket sales I feel
04:00:26 John M’s iPad: Whichever one of you onsite authored that message re
positivity - bless you & the message you shared.
������
04:00:56 Peter Tippett: 2023-03-30 19:30:00 Confest
Committee2023-03-23 19:30:00 Confest Committee2023-03-16
19:30:00 Confest Committee2023-03-09 19:30:00 Confest
Committee
04:00:57 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Pick me JM it’s Suzie��
04:01:40 John M’s iPad: Suzie - not for the first time (nor many good reasons)-
I pick you!
��
04:02:45 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: @JM ��
04:03:00 John M’s iPad: …..but only in order to get closer to Marky Mark (lol)
��
04:03:20 Lindy & John: Motion: That notwithstanding motion 14115 and
subsequent associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security and
Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be determined by the
Board
04:03:28 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Loll JM��
04:03:50 John M’s iPad: …..and Rangers (to the abv motion?)
04:08:08 Simone monet: Sorry I need to go, thank you all for your incredible
work. Xoxo
04:09:20 Peter Tippett: Seconded by?
04:10:30 david cruise: 3 kilometres of pvc bunting we have had confestr for
decades without it
04:10:39 Peter Tippett: Do we have a seconder for this?
04:10:58 Kristen Joy: cheap star pickets bend …. waste of money
04:11:16 Mark Rasmussen: No seconder yet
04:11:49 Peter Tippett: Thanks
04:11:56 Kristen Joy: I'll second traffic/welcome budget
04:12:09 Mark Rasmussen: Thanks Kristen
04:12:10 Peter Tippett: Thanks Kristen.
04:12:54 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: I will get some pricing from Elders In
Deni for starpickets��
04:14:19 Peter Tippett: Objections?
04:15:04 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: Great thought Aaron��
04:15:13 Kathy: Reacted to "I will get some pric..." with 
04:17:15 Kristen Joy: love all the ways we used to do things, traffic
management that is palatable to the council and insurance companies is an entirely different



ballgame
04:18:28 Andrew W, Suzie, Mark H, Sony R: dte.coop then budgets application��
04:18:50 Peter Tippett: Attendees qualified to vote due to being registered 3
out of the last 5 meetings:Aaron Shipperlee, Brian Denham, Bryan Isaacs, David Cameron,
David Cruise, Ian Hales, Jessica Townsend, Kathy Ernst, Kristen T J, Lance Nash, Lindy Hunt,
Malcolm Matthews, Marte Kinder, Peter Tippett, Robin Macpherson, Suzie Helson, Walter
Padovani,
04:19:03 Jessica Townsend: Reacted to "love all the ways we..." with ��
04:19:22 Peter Tippett: Brian, time is ticking.
04:19:51 Peter Tippett: Sun, 05 Feb 2023 19:52:16Welcome/TrafficINF
Aaron Shipperlee $17,070.00Moved: Aaron ShipperleeSeconded: Kristen T J
04:21:44 Jessica Townsend: People like to talk about saving money.. Many factors..
The less time,, we have the more things will cost ect.  ect.
04:21:51 Peter Tippett: Attendees qualified to vote due to being registered 3
out of the last 5 meetings:Aaron Shipperlee, Brian Denham, Bryan Isaacs, David Cameron,
David Cruise, Ian Hales, Jessica Townsend, Kathy Ernst, Kristen T J, Lance Nash, Lindy Hunt,
Malcolm Matthews, Marte Kinder, Peter Tippett, Robin Macpherson, Suzie Helson, Walter
Padovani,
04:21:58 Rick Gill: I will counter
04:22:13 John M’s iPad: I’m also grateful to you for stepping in Aaron, because
I remember -all too clearly- when another Member quit (on the spot, instead of working with
Members) because Members questioned their budget - at the very least Aaron, you’re
responding to criticism (in the literal & mature sense of the word) in a reasonable (&
reasoned) manner.
04:24:13 Peter Tippett: Lol Aaron
04:24:18 Peter Tippett: Results:Yes: 11No: 3Abstain: 2Motion passed by
majority
04:24:23 Bryan PCV: Arf
04:24:29 david cruise: Results:Yes: 12No: 3Abstain: 2Motion passed by
majority
04:24:31 Rick Gill: yes 11 No 3
04:24:32 Brian: 11 for 3 against 1 obstain
04:24:34 Marte Kinder: y11 n 3 a 2
04:24:34 Rick Gill: abs 2
04:24:57 Bryan PCV: Next item please
04:25:36 Bryan PCV: Agreed
04:25:40 Lindy & John: Motion: That notwithstanding motion 14115 and
subsequent associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security and
Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be determined by the
Board
04:25:56 Marte Kinder: Motion: That notwithstanding motion 14115 and
subsequent associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security and
Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be determined by the
Board
04:26:34 Marte Kinder: Motion: That notwithstanding motion 14115 and
subsequent associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security and
Rangers and Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be
determined by the Board
04:26:38 Lindy & John: Motion: That notwithstanding motion 14115 and
subsequent associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security, Rangers
and Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be determined by the
Board
04:28:47 John M’s iPad: …and chocolate covered chicken wings (for the
masses).
04:29:07 Peter Tippett: Motion: That notwithstanding motion 14115 and



subsequent associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security, Rangers
and Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be determined by the
Board
04:29:43 Suzie H: Motion: That notwithstanding motion 14115 and subsequent
associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security, Rangers, fuel and
Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be determined by the
Board
04:29:46 Peter Tippett: The other motion was 14191
04:30:23 Peter Tippett: 2nd of march was item 14191
04:30:46 John M’s iPad: If we’re taking this matter seriously - we’ve less than
4mins.
04:31:07 John M’s iPad: Less than 3 mins.
04:32:02 John M’s iPad: Less than 2mins.
04:32:26 Peter Tippett: 1 minute
04:32:39 Peter Tippett: Suzie H 11:45 PMMotion: That notwithstanding motion
14115 and subsequent associated motions, the budget requests cutoff for First Aid, Security,
Rangers, fuel and Insurance be extended as long as needed, up to the cutoff date to be
determined by the Board
04:33:20 Peter Tippett: The next scheduled meeting for the Confest Committee
is currently scheduled for 07:30 PM on Thursday the 9th of March.
04:33:22 Bryan PCV: Here here
04:33:46 Rick Gill: Thankyou every 1 and to the people on site for all what you are
doing
04:34:07 Suzie H: Well done meeting better then Tuesday’s meeting lol������
04:34:13 Peter Tippett: Tonights minutes
04:34:32 Rick Gill: Thankyou mark and Kathy for chair AND MINUTS
04:34:59 david cruise: meeting end 11.50
04:35:01 Rick Gill: you all remina wel and safe
04:35:25 Kristen Joy: thanks all for your hard work, g'night
04:35:44 Mark Rasmussen: Thanks Rick. Thanks Kathy
04:36:01 Peter Tippett: 2023-03-30 19:30:00 Confest
Committee2023-03-23 19:30:00 Confest Committee2023-03-16
19:30:00 Confest Committee2023-03-09 19:30:00 Confest
Committee
04:38:09 Rick Gill: Humanity has always been its worse enermy  maybe   :)
04:39:12 Jessica Townsend: tying our selves up in red tape..
04:40:06 Jessica Townsend: If the rules don't serve the community they should be
changed..  Evolution
04:41:17 Peter Tippett: Robin. I think cooking circles is an important budget to
discuss. We tried a few times to view the application but were unable.Could you please open
access to the application or update the link to something that works?
04:41:19 Marte Kinder: The rules are part of it but people insisit on motions
that add to the restrictions and limits and deadlines
04:42:09 Marte Kinder: Good night everyone
04:42:10 Peter Tippett: Even with the deadlines Marte we are running out of
time. The deadlines that were mostly ignored were to assist in getting business sorted
earlier.Here we are.
04:42:42 Peter Tippett: I asked questions about security and have not got any
real answers.
04:43:00 Rick Gill: DiD my Buget get passed ???????  :)
04:43:21 Peter Tippett: 3 fucks in one night! Must have been all that hydration
Brian.
04:43:28 Marte Kinder: We need flexibility and I think the damage has already
been done.
04:43:38 Peter Tippett: Rick, what budget is yours?



04:45:23 Peter Tippett: We only focused on infrastructure tonight.
04:49:55 david cameron: Good night
04:54:09 DeB&Darren: Good night 


